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Food Safety Modernization Act - Sanitary Transportation of Food
Convert a Regulatory Burden into a Growth Opportunity
The FSMA Sanitary Transportation regulations are effective on April 6, 2017. These regulations mandate that food requiring temperature control for safety is transported under adequate temperature control. In addition, many food shippers require that all carriers comply
with the rule now (regardless of size) and provide real-time temperature traceability (every
15 min) to demonstrate control for safety and product quality. They need assurance that
their product was handled per their temperature spec – right the first time, every time – to
protect their brand and a means of easily sharing this data with the receiver.
important FSMA facts
This “call to action” presents a challenge and an opportunity for brokers that arrange transportation for temperature-controlled food shipments using small carriers and owneroperators:
Challenge: How can I become the trusted broker by meeting these requirements, quickly
and cost-effectively?
Opportunity: How can I leverage compliance into competitive advantage that drives sustainable growth?
This White Paper presents the roadmap that will ensure your success in navigating this market challenge

FSMA STF Facts1:
Roles: Shipper, Broker,
Loader, Carrier, Receiver


Brokers are considered Shippers



Shippers define adequate temperature control and must inform
Carriers



Food distribution
must be stopped if
any Role* becomes
aware of temperature
abuse or condition that
renders food unsafe
during transport

Solving the Trailer Temperature Monitoring Challenge
FSMA mandates that carriers be able to demonstrate adequate temperature control. Realtime traceability is clearly the best evidence. But, the small carriers and owner-operators that
brokers rely on have not invested in trailer temperature monitoring devices. Available solutions are simply too expensive or not practical. Until now.


Carrier must, if requested by the Shipper
or Receiver, demonstrate temperature conditions met requirements during transport

e4score TrackAssured has partnered with Vypin to develop and bring-to-market a trailer temperature monitoring tag that closes this visibility gap. The Vypin OverPass VP-710 tag connects to the free OverPass App on the driver’s smart phone.

Complete Visibility


What it is



Where it is



What condition it is
in

Accessible to ALL
Stakeholders

e4score TrackAssured’s Complete Visibility answers the Challenge — at a low cost

Location and temperature are collected every 10 minutes and saved to the Vypin cloudservice for on-demand access. And, the Vypin solution is affordable for every carrier; only
about $5 per week (with no up-front costs) per trailer.
Proactive brokers request that their regular carriers sign-up with Vypin. Within a week,
the carrier will be ready to haul any FSMA shipment for you. Spot carriers can be
equipped for “instant set-up” by arranging for a supply of VP-710 tags at your regular
origin locations. With a network of FSMA-compliant, Vypin-equipped carriers, the broker
can win their customers’ trust and confidence with best-in-class temperature traceability
that proves their valuable product was handled with care.

Empowered
Compliance


Complete Visibility to
carrier data

Solving the Cross-Entity Visibility Challenge



FSMA also requires that all parties – shipper/loader, broker/carrier, and customer/receiver
– can monitor the shipment for indications of an unsafe condition. Furthermore, the receiver must be able to confirm that the shipment was not subjected to “temperature
abuse”. On-demand access to the real-time temperature/time chart for the shipment enables every party to monitor for unsafe conditions and the receiver to unload with confidence.

Share Shipment Progress w/ Time & Temp
across all FSMA Roles



Alerting vs. Checking
for:
 Temperature vs.
Requirements

TrackAssured provides this Complete Visibility to all parties. With unmatched connectivity
to the entire shipment process, from readiness for loading to efficient delivery, the
platform leverages existing data from any available source to provide all stakeholders with
the requirements, location and condition for each shipment.
Designed for shipments across all modes and carrier types, TrackAssured leverages data
provided by the carrier’s location tracking and temperature monitoring devices. The Vypin
solution closes the visibility void in the broker networks of small carriers and owneroperators. Vypin’s data is automatically transferred from the Vypin cloud to TrackAssured
in real-time.

 ETA vs. Appointment
Time
Low Cost Condition and Location
Visibility Partner

With TrackAssured, brokers can have turn-key visibility to every shipment regardless of
carrier and thrill the shipper/loader and customer/receiver with on-demand, real-time
Complete Visibility.

Growing with TrackAssured
Brokers powered with TrackAssured can enjoy the following Complete Visibility benefits:
 Temperature traceability tracking during pre-cooling and transport, on-demand and in
real-time.
 Alerting customized to fit your needs, assures you can pro-actively handle service,
quality and food safety risks before they result in claims or rejected loads.
 Location and temperature every 10 minutes with Vypin (vs. industry standard of every
4 hours).
 Clearly demonstrate no temperature abuse.
 Avoid “false alerts” from defrost cycle measurements.
 24/7 secure access to shipment records, including condition requirements and temperature history.
 “Progress Bar Share” enables you to inform stakeholders or fulfill record requests instantly.
 Avoid costly and inefficient reefer unit “data downloads”.
You can tilt the field to your advantage now with these new disruptive solutions to ensure
FSMA compliance and unleash your growth potential. Complete Visibility is not only the
latest industry buzz word, but a real and affordable approach e4score TrackAssured can
quickly deliver to you. You can convert a regulatory burden into sustainable growth with
TrackAssured!
Beyond Visibility: More exciting e4score solutions in our next White Paper!
For additional information, please contact e4score at: chuck.irwin@e4score.com
Reference 1: FDA CFR Parts 1 and 11, §1.908

OverPass Chill


Integrated with
e4score



5 yr. battery life



-40⁰F to 185⁰F +/-0.5



Low Monthly Cost



Tool free installation

